Inside Amy Schumer (Comedy Central, USA), "Size 12"
Introduction
1) Do you enjoy shopping for clothes?
2) Do you think that magazines use models who represent the "average" woman?
3) What is the average size in your country?
4) Can it be hard to find clothes in your size?
5) What can you do if you can't find the right size clothes in a shop?
Vocabulary
Before watching the video, match the difficult vocabulary to the definition.
jewelry

a. an actress who starred in The Office

toddler

b. an awards ceremony in the US

the Midwest

c. the part of the store where you pay

a turtleneck

d. a large plastic sheet used to protect things from the rain

Bat Mitzvah

e. a young child who is just beginning to walk

the AIDS quilt

f.

decorative accessories, usually made of gold, diamonds etc.

Mindy Kaling

g. a bread snack

the Golden Globes

h. a tornado

a tarp

i.

an enormous piece of fabric made as a memorial to people
who have died of AIDS

the register
a twister

j.

a top with a very high neck

k. a part of the US stereotypically boring and comprising of
many small towns where "normal" looking people live

a pretzel

l.

a religious ceremony for a Jewish girl aged twelve years

Video
1. Watch the video for the first time and decide which description below best describes the video.
a. The video shows a woman being banned from a clothing shop because she keeps asking for
strange things.
b. The video is a comment about how it is difficult to find clothes in large sizes.
c. The video shows how we should think less about fashion and more about important issues
like AIDS.
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2. Watch the video again and mark the following statements true or false.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Amy wants to buy a black skirt.
The shop assistant is worried that Amy might scare the thinner customers.
Amy wants the article in US size 8.
According to the woman a "Japanese twelve" is the same as an American 2-year-old.
The assistant thinks they might have Amy's size on the West Coast.
Lena has been in the field for five months.
The cow is shopping.
Amy thinks Mindy Kaling looked beautiful when she wore the AIDS quilt to the Golden
Globes (*didn't actually happen!).
Amy decides to buy the blue tarp.
Amy is upset that she has to pay extra for the pretzel.

Debate
Work with a partner and go through some of the comments left below this video on YouTube. Which
of the opinions do you agree with?
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